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WELCOME TO THE FOREXVERSE
Metafury is the world’s leading digital crypto & forex verse trading company, registered in 

Luxemburg & the United Kingdom. We have been in forex trading for 7 years and currently 

manage more than 20 million dollars in funds for our worldwide clients.

Metafury is also world’s largest provider of financial markets data and infrastructure for decades 

that cover everything from pre-trade analytics & analysis. Within the Metafury future verse 

ecosystem, we provide information, & insights, with the combination of Cryptoverse & forex verse 

technology that enable customers to execute critical investing, trading, and risk decisions with 

confidence. 

Metafury has developed an advanced multi-asset crypto & forex platform built on future verse 

collaboration for worldwide education: and it will help its community where users can connect, 

share, learn and earn more by combining a unique open platform with best-in-class data and 

expertise. 
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The Metafury ecosystem is led by a bunch of finance

professionals with diverse backgrounds and deep

qualitative and quantitative experts in active asset

management, digital asset intelligence, Cryptoverse &

Forex verse, and blockchain technological expertise.

Deep-rooted in crypto & forex market fundamental

research we offer our community & business client

base easy on-ramp access to the most promising,

disruptive technologies and projects within the

Cryptoverse & Forex verse space.

SCROLL THROUGH 

METAFURY LIVES
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We are integrating the crypto-verse, blockchain, and

Forex verse platform to enhance forex business

operations in the virtual world, where blockchain and

crypto community also easy to work with forex business

operations and create a new future with high profits in

the real world.

We also ensure they unleash their full potential with the

help of Advance metaverse technology. We are also the

pioneering team leading massive-scale crypto verse &

forex verse within the metaverse industry merger.

WE COMBINE THE 

CRYPTO-VERSE WITH 

THE FINANCIAL WORLD
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METAFURY METAVERSE
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WHY CHOSE METAFURY
Metafury is a virtual character that takes an idea from the S.H.I.E.L.D & 

Marvel Movies. Nick Fury’s character leads the Crypto & Forex 

ecosystem under the Metafury in the house to beat the world inflation 

and create the next generation financial world with the forex verse & 

crypto verse market using the strong deep activity role in the metaverse 

ecosystem. 

As Metafury is creating the next unarmed Cryptoverse & forex verse 

ecosystem to make the future more powerful. We also plan a rapid 

growth of the crypto-verse ecosystem & present new opportunities with 

the forex verse ecosystem.
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Our goal is to provide the 

Metafury community with 

automated metaverse 

Cryptoverse& forex verse 

solutions powered by 

cutting-edge technology.

WE UNDERSTAND

THE VALUE
We draw on cleaner, more prosperous, more readily accessible

data to support advanced technologies like AI and machine

learning – helping our customers gain greater insight, fuel more

rapid innovation, and successfully navigate this time of

unprecedented change. Our vision is to create greater

openness, connection, and efficiency in global financial

markets. With core principles of partnership and an open model

approach, we provide customers with more choices and give

them fantastic opportunities to take on the complexity and

scale efficiently.
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WITH METAFURY

FUTURE-VERSE

We believe blockchain and digital assets are finding 

strategic grounds in the investment space as they become 

poised for a more regulated and stable presence in the 

new crypto verse & forex verse market. 
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WE STRIVE TO MAKE AN 

IMPACT IN THE FOREIGN 

EXCHANGE MARKET
A  D I G I T A L  S O L U T I O N  F O R  

F O R E X  V E R S E  &  

C R Y P T O V E R S E
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A DIGITAL SOLUTION FOR FOREX 

VERSE & CRYPTOVERSE
Metafury is a fintech development company that provides world-

class software and support services to the financial services

industry and digital asset platforms. Since 2020, Metafury has

established a multitude of long-term partnerships with Forex and

digital currency brokers, blockchain platforms, dealers, banks,

and funds managers to empower people to grow their

knowledge and wealth as part of a global community of

investors & Learn more about the virtual world within the

metaverse industry.

Metafury aims to see blockchain technology leveraged beyond

the forex financial sector and crypto verse market. We believe

blockchain can foster advancements in other fields by

innovating across all functions. Despite the promising future that

blockchain can create, the technology is still relatively

considered emerging and young in adoption.
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HISTORY OF FOREX 

MARKET
The first Forex market was established in Amsterdam roughly

500 years ago. This possibility to freely trade currencies

helped stabilize currency exchange rates. From Amsterdam,

Forex trades throughout the whole world were initiated. 240

years ago, in 1875, the Gold Standard was introduced.

2500 years ago, the Greeks and Egyptians traded goods and

currencies with molten silver and gold coins, and their value

was determined by their actual weights and size. 500 years

later, currency minting was centralized during the Roman

empire, and a government-run monopoly on currency trading

was established. A centralized monopoly-like structure still

exists today, with central banks deciding and ruling about

monetary policies.
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BENEFITS OF METAFURY IN FOREXVERSE

The future of trading of the crypto forex market is currently the largest and most liquid 

market in the world regarding trading volume. With an average daily turnover of $5 trillion. 

We are all aware that the goal of the financial industry is to make its services attractive and 

as accessible as possible to potential customers. In this fast-paced industry, the 

introduction of computers and the advancement of technology have shaped the present, 

while Metafury is developing the virtual worlds using the Metaverse community, which 

might continue to shape the future of the crypto forex industry.
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THE EVOLUTION OF 

FOREXVERSE
In the earliest times, man traded furs, skins,

grains and oils, dried fish, sheep, horses, cattle,

and oxen. Because of their durability, oxen

became a favorite medium of exchange. With the

division of labor and urban living came a new era

in which new uses were found for metals (copper,

bronze, gold, and silver). Because of their added

usefulness, portability, and divisibility, their value

increased, and they were eventually accepted as

the medium of exchange. For convenience,

standardized pieces of metal, known as coins,

came into use. Occasionally, substitutes were

used as “promises to pay” metals on demand

when coins were in short supply. As stores of

metal became too cumbersome to carry, paper

receipts were issued for gold and silver deposited

with goldsmiths for safekeeping.

If the goldsmith was honest and secure, such practice

was preferred and eventually led to “banks” holding

deposits for their customers and transferring them by

checks.
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THE FUTURE OF FOREX 

EXCHANGE TRADING
METAFURY CONTINUES TO GROW THROUGH CRYPTO FOREX

One of the most significant sources of

confusion for those new to the FX market is

the market convention. We need to make

clear the meaning of the following terms in

the forex market first. The forex market has

grown steadily ever since exchange rates

began to float in the 1970s, from a value of

$5 billion in 1977 to $ 5.5 trillion in 2017.

But can this trend continue?

Metafury Looking at the value of the market

over the past 40 years, it has continued to

increase in value at a steady rate.
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THE CRYPTO FOREX

MARKET IN 2025

Crypto Forex is 

a $5.1 Trillion 

Per day market 

& with the help 

of Metafury, 

and the new 

crypto forex 

market will be 

100X higher in 

the next 5 

years. 
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HOW WAS MODERN ONLINE FOREX 

TRADING STARTED?
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AUTOMATED TRADERS 

FUNCATION
We build Real Experiences for a Virtual World, a Custom-

Made ecosystem within the Cryptoverse & forex verse.

Metafury is good at using virtual technologies to make

tailored virtual platforms that can deliver crypto into forex

verse services in a non-real world to real customers in

real time.

The Cryptoverse & Forex verse is highly sensitive to

every change in virtually all areas of business. We work

around the clock to improve all our services and platform,

constantly investing in people, technology, customer

support, & infrastructure. Thus, we are always at the peak

of technological innovation, enabling our customers to

receive the best service in the industry at the lowest cost.
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OUR TRADING HISTORY

METAFURY.WORLD

Metafury Trade on one of the world's most

popular trading platforms, MT5, with access to

dedicated support and integrated trading tools.

We also optimize and help your strategy with a

suite of over 20 Expert Advisors to give you

professional-grade control and flexibility over your

trading strategy to earn more profit.



IN FOREXVERSE 

EVOLUTION

The worldwide Forex economy and the

transformation of forex verse trading

through VR will be an immersive

experience within the Metafury.

The Metafury economy would be based on 

intelligent crypto & forex verse ecosystem, which 

helps its community through advanced 

blockchain & Metaverse based AI forex 

platforms and another future verse platform, 

which can set up a new shape of the future 

world to make more profit.
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ROADMAP OF 

FUTUREVERSE

2022

2023

2024

2025

Metafury Airdrop and building worldwide 
community 

Metafury launched the advanced Forex 

verse AI trading BOT 

Metafury launched a Web 3.0 DAO 

(Decentralized Autonomous Organization)

Metafury Become a Top 10 Forex Broker & 

Crypto Exchange in the world

Let’s figure out how Metafury can grow its 

community worldwide in the next 5 years.
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BENEFITS OF BECOMING A 

METAFURY ASSOCIATE
We are creating a system of rewarding people 

who contribute to the sale of products or the 

provision of services. In Multi-level marketing, 

people contributing to sales are those who 

recommend a purchase directly from a particular 

company. 
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WHAT IS FURYX TOKEN

The FuryX token is a Proof of Ownership token. It is a

Future verse token. FuryX exclusive access to the

Private Key of the Digital Wallet of Metafury. The

registration of the ownership of the Digital Wallet

holding the FuryX Token with the Transfer Agent and

Endorsement from the previous Owner or the Issuer.

The FuryX token works on demand and supply ratio

and a Complex mathematical formula which, at this

point in time, we would like to keep private!
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METAFURY TOKENOMICS

820 BILLION 10%

10%
80%

NOTE: Airdrop Tokens on Each Level Will Reduce By 50% After 1st Halving of Every Month 
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FuryX AIRDROP

Expected Potential Future Value of 

each FuryX Token Giveaway in 

Airdrop = $1.63 after 14 halving

LISTING PRICE WILL BE 

$1.63

4000 FuryX

TOKENS ON SIGNUP

LEVEL                2000 FuryX1

2

3

4

5

20

LEVEL

LEVEL

LEVEL

LEVEL

LEVEL  6  TO

1200 FuryX

800 FuryX

500 FuryX

300 FuryX

200 FuryX

NOTE : Airdrop Tokens on Each Level 

Will Reduce By 50% After 1st Halving 

of Every Month 
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FuryX HALVING AND 

OPERATIONS

❖ Refer To Split Chart For More Info On Each Halving.

❖ Note : FuryX Token Operates On proof Of 

Ownership Where Only Way To Earn FuryX Tokens 

Is Via Purchase Of Forex Trading Packs In Metafury 

back office. Where FuryX Tokens are Given Away As 

Bonus + Airdrop
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FURYX TOKEN HALVING CHART

1st HALVING               $0.0002                             $100 PACK                            500000 COINS 

2nd HALVING             $0.0004                             $100 PACK                           250000 COINS 

3rd HALVING               $0.0008                             $100 PACK                           125000 COINS 

4th HALVING               $0.0016                             $100 PACK                             62500 COINS 

5th HALVING               $0.0032                            $100 PACK                   31250 COINS 

6th HALVING               $0.0064                             $100 PACK                            15625 COINS 

7th HALVING                $0.0128                           $100 PACK                    7812.5 COINS 

8th HALVING                $0.0256                           $100 PACK                        3906.25 COINS

9th HALVING                $0.0512                            $100 PACK                       1953.125 COINS 

10th HALVING               $0.1024                            $100 PACK                       976.56 COINS 

11th HALVING                $0.2048                            $100 PACK                       488.28 COINS 

12th HALVING                $0.4096                            $100 PACK                       244.14 COINS 

13th HALVING                $0.8192                            $100 PACK                        122 COINS

14th HALVING               $1.6384                        $100 PACK                          61 COINS 

Initial Price - $0.0001 - $100 Pack = 1 Million Coins 
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METAFURY 

PACKAGE

BASIC                                      $50                                             5%

STANDARD                           $100                                           6%

GOLD                                       $250                                          7%

ADVANCE                               $500                                          8%

ULTIMATE                             $1000                                       9%

PLATINUM                            $2500                                    10%

DIAMOND                               $5000                                    12%

RUBY                                        $10000                                  14%

EMERALD                               $25000                                 16%

SAPPHIRE                             $50000                                18%

PACKAGE                     USD Approx                        ROI

❖ METAFURY BOOSTER - If 3 

Direct complete within the 72 

hours  same & above package, 

then package ROI will be 2X

❖ ROI up to 200%

4X includes all income 
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METAFURY DIRECT 

INCOME

1st LEVEL                6%                NO CONDITION

2nd LEVEL               3%                3 DIRECT REQUIRED

3rd LEVEL               2%                5 DIRECT REQUIRED

COUNT EVERY PACKAGE DIRECT
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1
LEVEL

2
LEVEL

3
LEVEL

4
LEVEL

5
LEVEL

6
LEVEL

7 - 10
LEVEL

11 -15
LEVEL

16 - 20
LEVEL

12% 10% 8% 6% 5% 4% 3% - 12% 2% - 10% 1% - 5%

NO 
CONDITION

5 

DIRECT

6

DIRECT

7

DIRECT

8

DIRECT

9

DIRECT

10

DIRECT
Level 

Open

Level 

Open

ROI LEVEL INCOME
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METAFURY REWARDS

STAR                    $15000                50 : 50                   $500

DOUBLE STAR    $30000                Next +                   $1000

SUPER STAR       $50000                Next +                   $2000

SILVER                 $1,00,000            Next +                   $4000

SUPER SILVER     $2,00,000            Next +                   $8000

GOLD                     $4,00,000            Next +                 $16000

DIAMOND             $8,00,000              Next +                $32000

BLACK DIAMOND   $16,00,000         Next +                $64000

PLATINUM          $32,00,000             Next +               $128000

RUBY                   $64,00,000         Next +        $256000

SAPPHIRE       $1,25,00,000        Next +          $512000

EMERALD       $3,00,00,000         Next +         $1024000

TOPAZ              $5,00,00,000        Next +        $2048000

MR FURY        $10,00,00,000          Next +     $4096000

❖ To achieve rewards, you need 50% 

business at least from 1 leg & 50% 

business from any leg.
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TERMS & CONDITION

❖ The minimum withdrawal Amount is $20.

❖ All withdrawals are processed INSTANTLY.

❖ Withdrawal request fees are 5%.

❖ METAFURY BOOSTER  - If 3 Direct complete within the 72 hours  same & above package, 

then package ROI will be 2X

❖ Referral commissions are calculated instantly, and Affiliate commissions are calculated once 

daily at 00.00 GMT.

❖ FuryX token halving timer for every 30 days.

❖ The ROI Should be 200% as per your package purchase.

Upgrades can only be made by paying the higher package amount from your

Package to the next higher package.

❖ Any income will only be credited up to 400% (4X) of your total package purchase amount.
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STAY TUNED
GET IN TOUCH WITH US

WWW.METAFURY.WORLD
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